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Lattice dynamics, phonons and mechanics in disordered and dissipative systems
We recently developed a new atomistic calculation methodology which extends lattice dynamics to disordered
and "real" solids, called Nonaffine Lattice Dynamics (NALD), based on the concept of
nonaffine displacements [1], which are ubiquitous in all real materials (crystals with defects and grain boundaries,
glasses etc). This framework also allows one to predict the dynamical mechanical response of "real" materials
across the entire time-scale spectrum, thus providing a working solution for the well known problem of bridging
time and length scales in the dynamical simulation of materials at the atomic level. The method has been shown
to be predictive on the example of a model glassy material of Kremer-Grest polymer chains [2], and recent results
extend the description at the atomistic level for real polymer glasses (polyethylene, pDCPD, pNBOH, etc) [3].
Then I will show some recent results [4,5] on the theoretical modelling of phonons and vibrational density of
states in solids, both ordered and disordered, where anharmonicity is important. This unifying model, among
other things, explains the recent surprising experimental observation (by various experimental groups) of glassy
vibrational anomalies in perfectly ordered crystals.
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